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	In 1986, Marcel Dekker, Inc., published the first edition of Introduction to Medical Immunology. It is remarkable that in 2001 the same publisher continues to enthusiastically back the publication of the fifth edition, now with the shorter title of Medical Immunology. This is a book that goes against the grain. Notes in the margins, boxes with correlations, or learning objectives will not challenge the reader. What we try to provide is a classic text with updated information, written with a solid medical perspective. We believe that this approach is the most appropriate one for the education of physicians of the 21st century. Whether used by a medical student or by a resident, intern, or young specialist, the book will provide a good balance between basic and clinical science. Of course, it is as true now as it was years ago that the field of immunology continues to grow at a brisk pace, and that many concepts are victims of constant revision. It is very true of immunology that the more we know the greater is our ignorance. But all of us involved in the fifth edition have enthusiastically undertaken the task of providing a general introductory book that should remain viable for half a decade. If we use past editions as a yardstick, we have achieved this goal.


	This new edition has been thoroughly revised and reorganized. We have, obviously, maintained its emphasis on the clinical application of immunology. We also remain faithful to our strong conviction that this textbook is written not to impress our peers with extraordinary insights or revolutionary knowledge, but rather to be helpful to medical students and young professionals who need an introduction to the field. This means that the scientific basis of immunology needs to be clearly conveyed without allowing the detail to obscure the concept. The application to medicine needs to be transparently obvious, but without unnecessary exaggeration. The text must present a reasonably general and succinct overview, but needs to cover areas that appear likely to have a strong impact in the foreseeable future. The book should stimulate students to seek more information and to develop his or her own “thinking” but cannot be a castle of theoretical dreams (and nightmares).
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Developing Software for Symbian OS 2nd Edition: A Beginner's Guide to Creating Symbian OS v9 Smartphone Applications in C++John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Developing Software for Symbian OS 2nd Edition is an essential guide for anyone wishing to start de3veloping smartphone applications. The original book has been updated to cover Symbian OS v9 and changes to the developer environment, and now includes a new chapter on application signing and platform security.
    Steve Babin's clear and...
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Network TutorialCMP Books, 2003
This text is written for those trying to get up to speed or stay current with the complex challenges of designing, constructing, maintaining, upgrading, and managing the network infrastructure.

Network Tutorial delivers insight and understanding about network technology to managers and executives trying to get up to speed or stay...
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Grow Your Business with Google AdWords: 7 Quick and Easy Secrets for Reaching More Customers with the World's #1 Search EngineMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Become a market leader in under 6 months powered by Google AdWords!

If your concerns are brand awareness and exposure, you and    Google AdWords are a match made in heaven. Not only is this    innovative advertising system extraordinarily effective, it's suited    for any budget and you can launch a campaign in...
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Photoshop CS2 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
If you’re familiar with the For Dummies series, you surely have noticed
already that there’s something, well, different about this book. It looks like a
For Dummies book, but it doesn’t. The cover’s color scheme and the cartoons
are there, but there’s a lot more color. And the layout is, well, not as...
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Introduction to BiophotonicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Paras Prasad’s text provides a basic knowledge of a broad range of topics so that individuals in all disciplines can rapidly acquire the minimal necessary background for research and development in biophotonics. Introduction to Biophotonics serves as both a textbook for education and training as well as a reference book that aids...
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E-Training and Development (Training & Development)Capstone, 2003
ExpressExec is a completely up-to-date resource of current business practice, accessible in a number of ways – anytime, anyplace, anywhere. ExpressExec combines best practice cases, key ideas, action points, glossaries, further reading, and resources.

Each module contains 10 individual titles that cover all the key aspects of...
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